
Hurfords Roasted Ash decking uses a heat treating 

process to thermally modify the cell structure of the 

timber to produce a product that is extremely stable & 

durable without the use of chemicals.

Roasted Ash decking has been used extensively through 

out the world from the deserts of Mexico to the Fiord’s 

of Scandinavia and is now available in Australia.

H U R F O R D  R O A S T E D 
A S H  D E C K I N G

Public park in Mexico City utilizing Roasted Ash decking
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Stability Plus
Roasted Ash decking is extremely stable with around half the movement 

of other kiln-dried timber decking products. This  high stability also means 

that end matching the decking is possible.

Chemical Free Treatment
Roasted Ash uses a thermal high temperature treatment to protect the 

product from fungi attack without the use of any chemicals.

End Matched Decking
Using a specially designed end matched profile created for external use, 

means the decking can be joined anywhere, rather than having to dock 

material (creating waste) and joining on top of a joist - this translates to a 

saving of precious resource as well as money.

Traditional or Secret Fixing
Roasted Ash can be fixed using the traditional method through it’s face or 

using the unique secret fixing method developed and produced in Austria. 

Keep your deck looking good
All timbers age and change colour when used outside. To help protect against 

this, coating your deck with a suitable external decking finish is advisable. 

This will assist in maintaining and protecting your deck into the future*

Technical information...

Product name Roasted Ash

Treatment Chemical Free, Thermally modified

Width 132mm

Thickness 20mm

Profile D31 pencil round, secret fixing, end matched

Joist Spacing 450mm

*Always follow the manufactures instructions when applying decking finishes – particularly around the 
number of coats required and the frequency of recoating to maintain the best possible finish.

Unique secret fixing system

End matched designed for external use

Profiled for secret fixing


